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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 12-0244 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF  3 

MICHAEL S. ABBA 4 

Submitted on Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 8 

A. My name is Michael S. Abba.  My business address is 1800 West Main Street, Marion, 9 

Illinois 62959. 10 

Q. Are you the same Michael S. Abba who submitted direct testimony in this 11 

proceeding? 12 

A. Yes, I am. 13 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 15 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the recommendations and opinions 16 

contained in the direct testimonies of Illinois Commerce Commission (Commission) Staff (Staff) 17 

witnesses Dr. Eric P. Schlaf (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0), Dr. David Brightwell (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0), and 18 

Dr. James Zolnierek (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0).  I also respond to the direct testimony of Ms. Miriam 19 

Horn, submitted on behalf of Citizens Utility Board (CUB) and the Environmental Law and 20 

Policy Center (ELPC).  My testimony explains why Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren 21 
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Illinois’ (AIC or Ameren Illinois) Advanced Metering Infrastructure Plan (AMI Plan or Plan) 22 

(Ameren Ex. 1.1) and Cost/Benefit Analysis (Ameren Ex. 2.1) satisfy the statutory requirements 23 

under Section 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act (Act) and should be approved by the 24 

Commission without modification in this proceeding. 25 

III. GENERAL RESPONSE TO STAFF AND CUB/ELPC DIRECT TESTIMONIES 26 

Q. Please summarize the direct testimony of Staff and CUB/ELPC.  27 

A. The Commission Staff appears to agree the AMI Plan contains the statutorily required 28 

information and technical criteria.  Staff also appears to recognize the AMI Plan presents a 29 

number of cost beneficial solutions for electric customers.  But Staff proposes several 30 

modifications to the Plan and questions whether additional information needs to be included in 31 

the Plan.  CUB/ELPC, in contrast, believe the AMI Plan does not contain sufficient information 32 

for the Commission to determine the anticipated benefits will be realized by AIC's customers. 33 

Q. What are the requirements for the AMI Plan under the Energy Infrastructure 34 

Modernization Act? 35 

A. The Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (EIMA), Section 16-108.6, establishes 36 

three types of requirements: (i) the Plan must contain five pieces of information; (ii) the Plan 37 

must meet certain technical requirements; and (iii) the Plan must be cost beneficial to electric 38 

customers.  These requirements were discussed in AIC's AMI Plan and direct case filing and are 39 

further discussed below in response to Staff and CUB/ELPC's specific concerns. 40 

Q. Please summarize AIC's position on rebuttal. 41 
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A. AIC's position on rebuttal is the same as its position on direct:  The Commission should 42 

approve the AMI Plan, as presented in its direct case, without any of the modifications proposed 43 

by Staff and CUB/ELPC because, as presented, the AMI Plan satisfies all of the statutory 44 

requirements under Section 16-108.6.   45 

IV. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, DR. SCHLAF 46 

A. AMI Plan Requirements 47 

Q. What portions of the AMI Plan did Staff witness, Dr. Schlaf review? 48 

A. Dr. Schlaf reviewed the portions of the AMI Plan and AIC's direct case filing that 49 

concern the five information requirements that must be included in any approved Plan pursuant 50 

to Section 16-108.6(c) of the Act.  Dr. Schlaf also reviewed the AMI Plan to ensure that the Plan 51 

satisfies other technical requirements contained in Section 16-108.6(c) concerning standards and 52 

protocols for interoperability, cyber security and privacy of customer personal information. 53 

Q. Does Dr. Schlaf conclude that AIC's AMI Plan contains the necessary informational 54 

and technical requirements? 55 

A. Yes.  Dr. Schlaf concludes the AMI Plan "contains the information required by 56 

Requirements (1)-(5) of Section 16-108.6(c)" and "has adequately addressed the [technical] 57 

requirements concerning cyber security, interoperability and privacy that are listed in that 58 

Section."  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, ll-371-374.)   59 

Q. Does Dr. Schlaf have any other general comments about AIC's Plan? 60 

A. Yes.  Dr. Schlaf generally finds many sections of the AMI Plan "thorough and detailed."  61 

He further notes that AIC took into account the Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative 62 
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(ISSGC) when constructing the Plan, especially with respect to the cost-benefit analysis and 63 

interoperability.  And he states that "Staff has no reason to question Ameren's ability to operate, 64 

maintain and manage an AMI electric deployment."  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, ll. 128-136.) 65 

B. Deployment Plan and Schedule 66 

Q. Even though he finds the AMI Plan contains the necessary informational and 67 

technical requirements, Dr. Schlaf still has concerns with the Plan, doesn't he? 68 

A. Yes.  Dr. Schlaf is apparently concerned the Plan "is missing deployment information 69 

that Staff expected to be supplied with the Plan…."  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, ll. 374-375.) 70 

Q. Doesn't the AMI Plan contain a deployment schedule and plan? 71 

A. Yes, it does.  As noted above, the third information requirement that an approved Plan 72 

must contain is "a deployment schedule and plan."  The AMI Plan (pp. 11-17) contains an annual 73 

deployment schedule, albeit preliminary at this stage, which illustrates how AIC plans to deploy 74 

AMI-equipped meters to 62% of its electric customers by the end of the year 2021, and further 75 

provide AMI capability to serve all electric customers by the end of 2026.  Dr. Schlaf himself 76 

acknowledges that the Plan contains this information as required by Section 16-108.6(c). 77 

Q. What deployment information does Dr. Schlaf believe is missing from the AMI Plan 78 

that he thought would be included? 79 

A. Based on my review of Dr. Schlaf's testimony, it appears Dr. Schlaf identifies three "firm 80 

deployment decisions and details" that he believes the Plan does not contain: (i) the sequence of 81 

deployment by operating center; (ii) the identification of the vendors of the AMI equipment; and 82 

(iii) the identification and ownership of the communications equipment.  He is concerned that the 83 
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Plan currently provides only a "preliminary" deployment plan and schedule, whereas details on 84 

the vendors, equipment and sequence of deployment are subject to results of a Request for 85 

Proposal that will not be available to AIC until after the conclusion of this proceeding.  (ICC Ex. 86 

1.0, ll. 36-41, 153-180.) 87 

Q. The AMI Plan includes information on the timetable of AIC’s planned deployment 88 

of AMI meters though, doesn't it? 89 

A. Yes, it does.  The AMI Plan (p. 13) presents AIC's current, preliminary annual 90 

deployment plan to install an estimated 780,000 AMI-equipped electric meters by the end of 91 

2021, and further provide AMI capability to serve all 1,252,000 electric customers by the end of 92 

2026.  The Plan (p. 17) also presents a preliminary project schedule for the deployment of the 93 

AMI network and meters.  It (pp. 13-16) also discusses what AIC believes will be the significant 94 

milestones in the various phases of the planned deployment process.   95 

Q. Why hasn't AIC included in the Plan yet the "firm deployment decisions and 96 

details" desired by Dr. Schlaf? 97 

A. The details for the deployment plan and schedule that Dr. Schlaf would like to see have 98 

not yet been finalized.  As AIC explained in the Plan and in responses to discovery in this 99 

proceeding, AIC cannot choose the appropriate AMI technology and AMI vendors until it has 100 

received and reviewed the responses from potential vendors to its Request for Proposals.  Until 101 

that request for proposal (RFP) process has run its course, AIC is not in a position to make final 102 

decisions on what technology will be used and what vendor will supply that technology.  And 103 

until the AMI vendors and equipment have been selected, AIC is not in a position to finalize its 104 
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year-by-year, operating center-by-operating center deployment schedule until the vendor and 105 

equipment have been selected.  AIC witness Craig Nelson (Ameren Ex. 3.0) discusses further 106 

why the information sought by Dr. Schlaf is not essential for the Commission to approve the 107 

AMI Plan. 108 

Q. What actions have AIC taken to date to develop a final deployment plan? 109 

A. As explained in the Plan (pp. 11-12), AIC already has conducted a Request for 110 

Information (RFI) process with multiple AMI vendors to identify viable AMI solutions and to 111 

estimate the cost and timeframe to deploy equipment.  Based on RFI responses, AIC determined 112 

that several vendors' solutions could meet desired standards and functionality.  The AMI system 113 

and MDMS Request for Proposals (RFPs) then were released to these potential vendors on 114 

March 29, 2012, shortly before this filing.  AIC expects to complete evaluation of vendor 115 

responses by mid-2012.   116 

Q. Did AIC provide copies of the RFPs to Staff in this proceeding? 117 

A. Yes.  AIC provided copies of the RFPs to Commission Staff as confidential attachments 118 

to its response to CUB Data Request 2.07.  AIC also provided Staff with a copy of one potential, 119 

more detailed deployment schedule by operating center in response to Staff Data Request JZ 120 

1.04 that was included with the RFP materials to ensure consistency and comparability of vendor 121 

submissions.  That hypothetical, illustrative schedule shows one possible scenario whereby AIC 122 

would deploy AMI meters to 62% of electric customers by operating center and year over the 10 123 

year period, and further deploy AMI meters to the remainder of electric customers by operating 124 

center and year by the end of 2026. 125 
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Q. When does AIC anticipate making these "firm deployment decisions and details"? 126 

A. Subject to vendor negotiations, AIC expects to finalize it selection of the AMI vendor 127 

and equipment by the fourth quarter of 2012.  AIC expects by then it will know the identification 128 

and ownership of the communications equipment.  AIC also expects to have a final deployment 129 

schedule of AMI meters by operating center completed in the fourth quarter of 2012. As outlined 130 

in the Plan (pp. 13-14), AIC anticipates network deployment to commence near the end of the 131 

first quarter of 2013, with deployment of AMI meters to begin by the fourth quarter of 2013. 132 

Q. Dr. Schlaf recommends AIC state in rebuttal testimony whether and when it intends 133 

to update the Plan with final deployment decisions and details.  Does AIC intend to provide 134 

the Commission with updates to the Plan? 135 

A. Yes.  Section 16-108.6(e) requires AIC, after consultation with the Smart Grid Advisory 136 

Council, to submit an annual report regarding the progress it has made toward completing 137 

implementation of its AMI Plan.  The annual report must "identify any updates to the AMI Plan."  138 

Section 16-108.6(e).  AIC's initial annual report must be filed on April 1, 2013.  In this initial 139 

annual report, AIC will notify the Commission (after consultation with the stakeholders on the 140 

Smart Grid Advisory Council) of updates to the AMI Plan.  By then, final decisions will have 141 

been made as to the identity of the AMI vendor and equipment and sequence of deployment. 142 

Q. Is that the only opportunity by which AIC will provide updates to its AMI Plan to 143 

interested stakeholders? 144 

A. No.  The Smart Grid Advisory Council was established in late March, as proscribed by 145 

law, to “Serve as an advisor to participating utilities…, and the recommendations provided by 146 
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the Council, although non-binding, shall be considered by the utilities.”  Since the establishment 147 

of this Council, AIC has participated in every meeting held by the Council, and has made 148 

presentations concerning its AMI Plan to the Council on two occasions.  AIC intends to continue 149 

this on-going interaction with the Council, providing AMI Plan updates to the Council and 150 

seeking Council input as appropriate.  As the Council members are representative of a diverse 151 

group of smart grid related stakeholders, and as their meetings are open to any other interested 152 

stakeholder, Council meetings provide an appropriate forum for providing AMI Plan updates to 153 

stakeholders.  AIC will also consider additional stakeholder update opportunities outside the 154 

Smart Grid Advisory Council framework as appropriate.   155 

Q. Does Dr. Schlaf note any other concerns about AIC's deployment plan? 156 

A. Dr. Schlaf notes AIC's decisions to deploy AMI to 100% of its electric customers beyond 157 

2022 and to automate gas meters with AMI technology depends on future cost recovery and 158 

AIC's financial condition.  Dr. Schlaf, however, doesn't offer any recommendations on this 159 

concern.  AIC witness, Mr. Craig D. Nelson discusses why AIC has not made an absolute 160 

commitment in the Plan submitted in this docket to deploying gas AMI technology and electric 161 

AMI to 100% of its customers beyond the 10 year period for the State's infrastructure investment 162 

program.   163 

C. Additional Metrics and Milestones 164 

Q. On page 11, Dr. Schlaf recommends that AIC also include in its annual report 165 

information about other potential features of AMI and their adoption.  Please respond. 166 
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A. Dr. Schlaf refers to this recommendation as another "metric."  It is unclear however what 167 

exactly Dr. Schlaf intends to be measured, whether some particular characteristic would be 168 

quantified, or how one would measure the utility's progress in meeting this "metric" in AIC's 169 

annual reports.  Dr. Schlaf's additional proposed "metric" is too vague to warrant consideration at 170 

this time for inclusion in the AMI Plan. 171 

D. Consumer Education 172 

Q. On pages 12-13, Dr. Schlaf recommends AIC discuss in its rebuttal testimony how it 173 

derived the education and communication budget.  Please explain. 174 

A. As stated in Section 8.1 (page 19) of the AMI Plan, AIC believes effective consumer 175 

education is essential to realizing the benefits of AMI.  Consumers must have an understanding 176 

of the benefits of AMI, the available tools and information that will help achieve these benefits, 177 

and the changes in energy usage habits that may be required to realize the benefits.  The 178 

deployment of smart grid technology obviously will impact our customers.  It is important to 179 

keep them informed and also educate them about the opportunities that the technology will 180 

provide them.   181 

In calculating its budget for customer education, AIC took into consideration its 182 

experience conducting educational outreach in its service territory.  One factor we 183 

considered is that we operate in five media markets, which increases the cost per 184 

customer to communicate through local media.  Our communications group also 185 

considered the cost of an average outreach program.  From discussions with a 186 

local consultant, these outreach program costs are projected to average 187 
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approximately $5.5M to $6M per outreach program.  AIC also considered 188 

research and evaluation efforts, which range from $40K to $120K per 189 

engagement.  Finally, we considered development and distribution of general 190 

notification materials used during meter deployment, which would range from 191 

$1M- $2M.  Given the 15 year time horizon over which AIC would focus its 192 

education and outreach efforts, we believe a budget of approximately $24M is 193 

reasonable.  This budget would enable a few outreach efforts, several research / 194 

evaluation engagements, general deployment notification, and other 195 

communications efforts as needed.  Additionally, we hope to leverage the 196 

expenditure of certain funds from the  Illinois Science and Energy Innovation 197 

Trust to provide “consumer education regarding smart meters and related 198 

consumer-facing technologies and services and the peak time rebate program, 199 

“and further for “providing such education to each participating utility’s low-200 

income retail customers, including low-income senior citizens.”  Section 16-201 

108.7(b).  These funds could provide approximately 12 million additional dollars 202 

over 10 years for consumer education in the AIC service territory, bringing the 203 

total expenditures to approximately $36M. 204 

Q. Has AIC compared its education and communication budget with the consumer 205 

education budgets of other utilities that have implemented AMI? 206 

A. While AIC did not do a detailed benchmark study of other utility expenditures, we did do 207 

a high level review.  From this review, it was difficult to compare our estimate against other 208 

utilities’ planned expenditures due to the variations in scope, AMI implementations, 209 
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demographics of service territory, time horizons, and program components.  Average total costs 210 

per customer were anywhere from a low of $3.13 to a high of $31.43.  Our estimate in the 211 

Cost/Benefit analysis is approximately $20 per electric customer.  Baltimore Gas & Electric 212 

(BG&E), which Dr. Schlaf referenced in his testimony, was the highest among the utilities 213 

reviewed at $31.43 per customer.  It is my understanding one of the reasons for BG&E being the 214 

highest is because costs for Web Portal development and mass notification of critical peak events 215 

were included in its consumer education budget.  The similar AIC costs are included in our IT 216 

costs within the Cost/Benefit Analysis, not in our consumer education costs.  It is also my 217 

understanding that media markets can vary considerably between regions.  Each would have its 218 

own distinct media costs.  Additionally, the mix of internal vs. external resources can impact the 219 

cost to conduct outreach efforts.  The more external resources a utility requires the higher the 220 

cost to conduct outreach.  AIC has a moderate number of public and community relations related 221 

employees in house that can assist with the program, and would be required to supplement those 222 

resources with external firms, such as advertising and media outreach vendors.   223 

Q. Does AIC believe the size of its education and communication budget is 224 

appropriate? 225 

A. Yes.  For the reasons stated above and based on current assumptions, AIC considered its 226 

current budget for consumer education and communication programs to be appropriate and a 227 

reasonable estimate of its anticipated costs over the 15-year period. 228 

Q. Will AIC continue to review the size of its education and communication budget on 229 

a yearly basis? 230 
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A. Yes.  In connection with and consistent with internal corporate budgeting processes and 231 

policies, AIC will review and revise its consumer education budget on a regular basis based on 232 

deployment schedule, response to research and evaluation, coordination with the Illinois Science 233 

and Industry Innovation Trust, and input from other stakeholders. 234 

V. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, DR. BRIGHTWELL 235 

Q. What aspects of the AMI Plan did ICC Staff witness Dr. Brightwell review? 236 

A. Dr. Brightwell reviewed the cost-effectiveness of the AMI Plan. 237 

Q. What were Dr. Brightwell's findings? 238 

A. Dr. Brightwell's findings for the most part are summarized in ICC Staff Ex. 2.1, which is 239 

Table 1 to his direct testimony.  Dr. Brightwell determined that a 10-year deployment of electric 240 

AMI without gas automation does not produce a positive net benefit.  Dr. Brightwell noted, 241 

however, that there were three scenarios that can produce a positive net benefit: (i) deploying 242 

AMI meters to 100% of electric customers with 62% of electric customers receiving meters 243 

within 10 years and the remaining customers receiving AMI meters within 15 years; (ii) 244 

deploying AMI meters to 100% electric customers over a 15-year period as described in option 245 

(i) and automating the meters of gas customers that overlap AMI deployment; and (iii) deploying 246 

AMI meters to 62% of electric customers over 10 years and automating the gas meters in areas 247 

that overlap the AMI deployment.  Dr. Brightwell, however, has concerns about conditions AIC 248 

has placed on the deployment of electric AMI and gas automation in these scenarios. 249 

Q. What did Dr. Brightwell recommend for the Commission? 250 
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A. Dr. Brightwell recommends the Commission approve a modified version of the AMI Plan 251 

in which AIC deploys AMI meters to 62% of its electric customers and automates the meters of 252 

gas customers in overlapping areas, provided that there are positive net benefits to gas customers 253 

from the automation of gas meters and AIC commits to automation of gas meters.   254 

Q. Does AIC agree with Mr. Brightwell's recommendation? 255 

A. No.  For the reasons in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Nelson, AIC does not believe that 256 

the Commission must approve Dr. Brightwell's modified version of a 10-year deployment plan.  257 

AIC believes that the Commission can approve a Plan that envisions a deployment period that 258 

extends beyond 10 years to roll out AMI to 100% of electric customers.   259 

A. Length of AMI Electric  Deployment Plan 260 

Q. Dr. Brightwell finds the 10-year AMI deployment plan to 62% of its electric 261 

customers without gas automation "which [AIC] proposes" is not cost-beneficial.  Has AIC 262 

proposed such a 10-year deployment plan? 263 

A. No.  AIC is seeking Commission approval of an AMI plan that contains a deployment 264 

schedule and plan that includes deployment to 62% of its electric customers over an initial 10-265 

year period.  But the Plan itself reflects full deployment of AMI to all electric customers 266 

throughout the service territory over 15 years, and the Cost/Benefit Analysis considers the effect 267 

on the net present value that electric customers would recognize if AIC automated gas meters 268 

with AMI technology in areas where electric AMI was deployed. 269 
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B. Deployment of Gas AMI Technology 270 

Q. Why is AIC proposing automation of gas meters in areas that overlap the AMI 271 

deployment? 272 

A. As I explained in direct testimony (Ameren Ex. 2.0, ll. 223-236), AIC is proposing to 273 

deploy gas AMI technology to customers in connection with deployment of the AMI network to 274 

electric customers in the expectation that there will be cost savings for our gas customers if AMI 275 

functionality is added to their gas meters in a coordinated fashion with the deployment of the 276 

AMI network for electric metering. 277 

Q. Dr. Brightwell testifies that AIC has not demonstrated that automating gas meters 278 

in areas where electric AMI is deployed provides positive net benefit to gas customers.  279 

Should the Commission be concerned in this proceeding that the Cost/Benefit Analysis does 280 

not demonstrate that the automation of gas meters in conjunction with the electric AMI 281 

deployment is cost beneficial to gas customers? 282 

A. No.  As a participating utility that is a combination utility in the State's infrastructure 283 

investment program, AIC is required to make substantial investments in its electric distribution 284 

systems over the next 10 years.  The General Assembly has deemed that these investments are 285 

necessary to upgrade and modernize the State's grid.  More than half of AIC's planned capital 286 

investment – $360 million – is to be spent on Smart Grid electric upgrades and AMI technology.  287 

The General Assembly has authorized the recovery of significant, incremental capital costs and 288 

associated expenses through a performance-based formula rate that must be updated annually to 289 

reflect AIC's actual costs for the prior year and its projected plant additions for the current year.  290 

The purpose of this docket and the point of the AMI Plan is to demonstrate that AIC has a plan to 291 
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deploy AMI technology and make these significant, incremental AMI investments in a manner 292 

that is cost beneficial to AIC's electric customers.  The purpose of this docket is not to calculate 293 

what the anticipated net benefit to gas customers might be from the automation of gas meters 294 

with AMI technology.   295 

Q. Dr. Brightwell also testifies that AIC has not shown that the conditions necessary for 296 

the automation of gas meters with AMI technology have been met.  Should the Commission 297 

be concerned in this proceeding that AIC has not yet absolutely committed to the 298 

automation of gas meters? 299 

A. No, the Commission should not be concerned for two reasons.  First, as mentioned above, 300 

the purpose of this proceeding and the AMI Plan is to demonstrate that the incremental AMI 301 

investments, which will be recovered through the performance-based rate for electric delivery 302 

costs, are consistent with those called for under the Act and can be incurred in a cost-beneficial 303 

manner.  Incremental costs incurred in automating gas meters are not required under the Act and 304 

will not be recovered through the performance-based formula rate under the Act.  AIC will 305 

weigh cost recovery options and available capital to fund these other incremental investments, 306 

and the Commission will review the prudence and reasonableness of these other incremental 307 

costs (should they be incurred) outside the performance-based formula rate process.  Second, as I 308 

explained in my direct testimony (Ameren Ex. 2.0, ll. 253-260), even if AIC were to forgo the 309 

installation of gas AMI technology in areas that will be serviced by the electric AMI network, 310 

the net present value to AIC's electric customers for the proposed 15 year 100% deployment 311 

would be reduced, but it would not be eliminated. 312 
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C. Assumptions in Cost/Benefit Analysis 313 

Q. Does Mr. Brightwell take issue with any of the categories or calculations of costs and 314 

benefits included in AIC's Cost/Benefit Analysis? 315 

A. No.  Mr. Brightwell does take issue with any of the categories of costs and benefits 316 

identified in AIC's Cost/Benefit Analysis.  He also does not take issue with any of the 317 

calculations of those identified costs and benefits.  Rather, he examined the cost-effectiveness of 318 

the plan by reviewing scenarios with different assumptions for certain factors. 319 

Q. On pp. 3-8 of his direct testimony, Mr. Brightwell examines the discount rate used 320 

in the Cost/Benefit Analysis.  Does he give a range for what he thinks the proper discount 321 

rate would be?   322 

A. Yes.  Based on his analysis, he thinks the proper discount rate is somewhere between 3% 323 

and 12.58%.  Mr. Nelson discusses Mr. Brightwell's analysis, the discount rate used in the 324 

Cost/Benefit Analysis, and why AIC believe the discount rate used is appropriate.    325 

Q. On pp. 8-10, Mr. Brightwell examines the sensitivity of the Cost/Benefit Analysis to 326 

downward adjustments in AIC's dynamic pricing assumption.  What is his rationale for 327 

adjusting that assumption? 328 

A. Mr. Brightwell seems to be of the opinion that there is no real evidence to support AIC's 329 

assumption that residential customer enrollment in dynamic pricing programs would increase by 330 

1.8-1.9 percentage points per year from 2016-2031.  He notes that the 1.8-1.9 percentage point 331 

increase in residential enrollment in dynamic prices represents more than a six-fold increase in 332 
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annual enrollment over what Ameren Illinois experiences in its Power Smart Pricing (PSP) 333 

program. 334 

Q. What were the bases for AIC's assumption of growth in residential customer 335 

enrollment in dynamic pricing programs? 336 

A. As Mr. Brightwell suggest, most dynamic pricing options provided to customers with 337 

AMI meters by other utilities are still in the pilot stage, or are a fairly recent option for those 338 

residential customers.  However, based on the demographics of AIC's residential customers and 339 

general assessments of demand response potential we believe 30% participation of its residential 340 

customers by 2031 is reasonable and achievable, as we assumed in the Cost/Benefit Analysis. 341 

Q. Is Mr. Brightwell's comparison to PSP enrollment during the 4-year PSP pilot an 342 

appropriate comparison? 343 

A. No.  While PSP enrollment may serve as a good starting point, there are several 344 

differences between the existing PSP program and potential dynamic pricing programs going 345 

forward.  As Mr. Brightwell states “It should be noted that since PSP is a pilot with an uncertain 346 

future, active recruitment of new customers was suspended in the fourth year of the pilot so that 347 

it would likely have been larger with active marketing of the program”  First, any dynamic 348 

pricing program going forward, whether the mandated Peak Time Rebate Program or other 349 

utility offered program, or potential dynamic pricing programs offered by retail electric 350 

suppliers, would likely not be a pilot program with an uncertain future but rather it would be a 351 

fully implemented program.  Second, any new dynamic pricing program would be accompanied 352 

by an active, multi-year education / marketing campaign. Third, the existing PSP program does 353 
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not have the advantage of hourly usage information provided by an AMI meter being available to 354 

a customer before he or she chooses a dynamic rate.  The availability of interval usage profiles 355 

and associated web portal access for residential customers from the AMI system will provide 356 

more individually meaningful projections of the benefits to individual customers, and allow more 357 

targeted education of any future dynamic pricing option.  Finally, PSP is but a single dynamic 358 

pricing option that may or may not appeal to a specific set of customers.  As stated above, AIC is 359 

mandated to provide at least one other dynamic pricing option – Peak Time Rebate.  This option 360 

may appeal to a different set of customers than PSP.  Additional dynamic pricing options, 361 

whether offered by AIC or a third party supplier, may appeal to yet different sets of customers.  362 

The point is, AMI will provide the foundation for numerous yet to be determined or even 363 

conceived dynamic pricing programs that will likely appeal to a broader set of AIC customers. 364 

Customers are likely to have numerous dynamic pricing options, such as they can choose an 365 

option that best meets their needs, thereby increasing customer adoption of dynamic pricing  For 366 

these reasons, the growth in residential customer enrollment in dynamic pricing programs is 367 

expected to be much larger than observed in AIC’s PSP program.   368 

Q. Do the results of his hypothetical growth rate sensitivity analysis demonstrate that 369 

the AMI Plan as presented in AIC's direct case filing is not cost beneficial? 370 

A. No, as Mr. Brightwell's Table 1 in ICC Staff Ex. 2.1 shows, assuming all other things 371 

being equal, even after adjusting for his hypothetical lowest annual growth rate, deployment of 372 

AMI to 100% of electric customers over a 15-year period with gas automation still yields a 373 

positive net benefit. 374 
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Q. On pages 10-11, Mr. Brightwell discusses another changed assumption to account 375 

for the additional costs of site visits if the Commission were to require AIC to conduct site 376 

visits before disconnecting service for non-payment.  Why didn't AIC include this cost as 377 

an anticipated cost in the Cost/Benefit Analysis? 378 

A. AIC intends to utilize the functionality provided by AMI meters, including the use of 379 

remote disconnection, and designed a Cost/Benefit Analysis to reflect that intended use.  AIC 380 

also does not believe that it is reasonably foreseeable that AIC will incur costs for on-site visits 381 

before disconnecting service for non-payment, given the current status of revised Part 280 rules 382 

pending review in Docket 06-0703, which include a proposal to remove the customer contact 383 

requirement.  In that Docket, Staff supports the removal and questions the usefulness of the 384 

existing requirement in a recently filed “Statement of Position” submitted on Oct. 14, 2011 (see 385 

p. 51).  It is true that Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd) was required to make on site 386 

visits as part of its pilot pursuant to Docket 09-0263.  That decision was premised on existing 387 

Part 280 rules, including a customer contact requirement in the present rule.  In the same section 388 

of the Docket 09-0263 Order cited by Dr. Brightwell, the Commission recognizes that the current 389 

part 280 rules did not contemplate AMI.  AIC believes it is reasonable to conclude revised Part 390 

280 requirements will contemplate full AMI functionality by the time meters are in service, and 391 

therefore, the associated benefits should be considered in the analysis of whether the AMI Plan is 392 

cost beneficial. 393 

AIC also notes that the General Assembly did not assume that participating utility would 394 

incur these costs, since Section 16-108.5(f) states, "The metrics and performance goals 395 

set forth in subparagraphs (5) through (8) of this subsection (f) are based on the 396 
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assumptions that the participating utility may fully implement the technology described 397 

in subsection (b) of this Section, including utilizing the full functionality of such 398 

technology and that there is no requirement for personal on-site notification."   399 

Q. Do the results of his hypothetical site visit sensitivity analysis demonstrate that the 400 

AMI Plan as presented in AIC's direct case filing is not cost beneficial? 401 

A. No, as Mr. Brightwell's Table 1 in ICC Staff Ex. 2.1 shows, assuming all other things 402 

being equal, even after adjusting for additional costs of his hypothetical site visit, deployment of 403 

AMI to 100% of electric customers over a 15 year period with gas automation still yields a 404 

positive net benefit. 405 

VI. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, DR. ZOLNIEREK 406 

Q. What aspects of the AMI Plan did Staff witness Dr. Zolnierek review? 407 

A. Based on my review of Dr. Zolnierek's testimony, it appears his review was limited to 408 

two items: (i) the "consistency" between AIC's Multi-Year Performance Metrics Plan (Metrics 409 

Plan) and its AMI Plan; and (ii) the incorporation of AIC's existing advanced radio frequency 410 

(RF) communication network that supports AIC’s Automated Meter Reading (AMR)  into the 411 

AMI Plan. 412 

Q. What are Dr. Zolnierek's findings with respect to the relationship between AIC's 413 

Multi-Year Performance Metrics Plan and its AMI Plan? 414 

A. Dr. Zolnierek believes that the Metrics Plan and the Cost/Benefit Analysis that supports 415 

the AMI Plan are "inconsistent" with respect to the yearly values for Consumption on Inactive 416 
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Meters and Uncollectible Expense.  He recommends the Commission require AIC to modify the 417 

AMI Plan to make it "consistent" with its Metrics Plan. 418 

Q. What are Dr. Zolnierek's findings with respect to AIC's existing advanced radio 419 

frequency (RF) communication network and the AMI Plan? 420 

A. Dr. Zolnierek recommends the Commission require AIC to modify its AMI Plan to 421 

explicitly account for incorporation (or the lack thereof) of the existing RF communication 422 

network. 423 

Q. Does AIC agree with either recommendation to modify its AMI Plan? 424 

A. No.  I discuss AIC's objections to each recommendation in more detail below. 425 

A. Relationship between AMI Plan Multi-Year Performance Metrics 426 

Q. What is the Metrics Plan? 427 

A. Pursuant to Section 16-108.5(f) of the Act, AIC was required to develop and file a 428 

Metrics Plan designed to achieve, ratably (i.e., in equal segments) over a 10-year period, 429 

improvement over baseline performance values in several defined areas.  The Commission's 430 

review of AIC's Metrics Plan is currently pending in ICC Docket 12-0089. 431 

Q. Which performance metrics does Dr. Zolnierek discuss in his direct? 432 

A. Dr. Zolnierek's testimony is limited to discussion of the metrics for Consumption of 433 

Inactive Meters (Section 16-108.5(f)(6)) and Uncollectible Expense (Section 16-108.5(f)(8)). 434 

Q. How did AIC calculate its annual performance goals under the Metrics Plan for 435 

Consumption on Inactive Meters and Uncollectible Expense? 436 
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A. As stated in AIC's responses to ICC Staff Data Requests JZ 2.03 and 2.06 (See ICC Staff 437 

Ex. 3.0, Attachment 1), the yearly performance goals in the Metrics Plan for these metrics are 438 

derived from the determined baseline as proscribed by the Act.  In each instance, the aggregate 439 

percentage improvement from the baseline amount required by the Act has been spread over the 440 

10-year measurement period in equal segments. 441 

Q. How did AIC calculate its yearly values for the AMI Plan Cost/Benefit Analysis for 442 

Consumption on Inactive Meters and Uncollectible Expense? 443 

A. As Dr. Zolnierek recognizes, the consumption on inactive meters Kwh and uncollectible 444 

expense yearly amounts assumed in the Cost/Benefit Analysis are based solely on the estimated 445 

timing of benefit from the assumed AMI deployment plan in the Cost/Benefit Analysis.  As 446 

stated in AIC's responses to ICC Staff Data Requests JZ 2.03 and 2.06 (See ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, 447 

Attachment 1), the yearly amounts for these two items assumed in the Cost/Benefit Analysis are 448 

greater than the annual performance goal in the Metrics Plan. 449 

Q. Why are the yearly values for these items in the AMI Plan Cost/Benefit Analysis 450 

"inconsistent" with or greater than the yearly values presented in the Metrics Plan? 451 

A. The realization of benefits from both reduced uncollectible expense and reduced 452 

consumption on inactive meters attributable to the AMI deployment is not assumed to begin until 453 

2015 when the remote switch functionality is activated.  In addition, the significant portion of the 454 

existing consumption on inactive meters Kwh amount is believed to be in the AIC’s existing 455 

automated meter reading (AMR) areas, which under the Cost/Benefit Analysis are assumed to be 456 

converted to AMI after the non-AMR areas. 457 
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Q. Why is this "inconsistency" between the annual performance goals and expected 458 

annual reductions under the AMI Plan appropriate? 459 

A. It is appropriate to reflect in the Cost/Benefit Analysis only the expected reductions that 460 

are attributable to the AMI Deployment.  It would be inappropriate when calculating the 461 

expected net benefit from the AMI Deployment to include expected reductions not associated 462 

with the AMI Deployment. 463 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek concludes that Ameren Illinois assumes in its Cost/Benefit Analysis 464 

that it will fail to meet these performance goals over the 10-year period.  Was that an 465 

assumption of the Cost/Benefit Analysis? 466 

A. No, that was not assumption.  As stated above, the assumptions that support the expected 467 

reductions under the AMI Plan for these items relate directly to AIC's planned AMI deployment.  468 

Dr. Zolnierek complains the deployment plan modeled in the AIC cost benefit study does not 469 

appear to be designed to meet these performance goals.  But whether the planned deployment 470 

would allow it to meet the annual performance goals for these items under the Metrics Plan was 471 

never considered as part of the Cost/Benefit Analysis.  The concern was determining the 472 

anticipated benefits that would flow from the assumed deployment.  As a practical matter, the 473 

benefits from reductions cannot even begin to be realized until the activation of remote switch 474 

functionality. 475 

Q. Does either Section 16-108.6 or Section 108.5 require AIC to design an AMI Plan to 476 

meet annual performance goals for these two metrics? 477 
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A. Although I am not a lawyer, I am not aware of any provision in either Section 16-108.6 478 

or Section 108.5 that requires AIC's AMI Plan to be designed to meet annual performance goals 479 

calculated under the Metrics Plan.    480 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek recommends that the Commission require AIC to amend its AMI 481 

Plan to either (i) demonstrate how AIC will comply with its yearly performance goals using 482 

other methods outside of the Plan or (ii) allow AMI deployment to meet those yearly 483 

performance goals.  Does AIC agree with Dr. Zolnierek's recommendation?    484 

A. No.  Dr. Zolnierek's claimed "inconsistency" is not a deficiency in the AMI Plan that 485 

warrants modification.  The Act neither requires AIC to design an AMI Plan to meet these 486 

annual performance goals or explain how Ameren Illinois intends to achieve these annual 487 

performance goals outside of the AMI Plan.  The purpose of the AMI Plan and accompanying 488 

Cost/Benefit Analysis is to demonstrate that AIC can deploy AMI meters to 62% of its electric 489 

customers in a cost beneficial manner.  The purpose of the AMI Plan is not to demonstrate how 490 

AIC will meet certain annual performance goals under the Metrics Plan. 491 

Q. What is the statutory process in place to monitor AIC's actual achievement of 492 

annual performance goals under its Metrics Plan? 493 

A. Section 16-108.5(f-5) requires AIC to file a report each year with the Commission that 494 

includes a description of how the participating utility performed under each metric.  It is through 495 

this process that the Commission can monitor AIC's performance in meeting the annual 496 

performance goals and approve financial penalties for failure to do so.  Under the Act, actual 497 
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achievement of annual performance goals is what is important to the Commission (and AIC's 498 

customers), not how AIC may meet those annual performance goals in the future. 499 

B. Use of RF Communications Network in AMI Deployment 500 

Q. What is the existing advanced radio frequency communication network? 501 

A. The existing radio frequency communications network was installed by Landis & Gyr 502 

and used for the deployment of AIC's AMR.  The Landis & Gyr network serving AIC’s 503 

automated meters is currently operated as a 1-way communications network.  It consists of: radio 504 

modules within or attached to electric and gas meters, collectors mounted on poles that collect 505 

the data from the radio modules, and Take Out Points (TOPs) that gather data from the 506 

Collectors. All communication is via radio frequency until the data from the TOPs is sent via 507 

phone line to the Landis & Gyr data collection center.  508 

Q. Can the existing RF communications network be used in the deployment of AMI? 509 

A. The RF communications network has the potential for use in the proposed AMI 510 

deployment.  The 1- way electric automated meters and related business processes will not 511 

provide the required functionality of AMI.  Landis & Gyr, however, purports that the portions of 512 

the network with advanced equipment can also operate as a 2-way communications network with 513 

all of the required security and interoperability requirements needed for the AMI network.   514 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek believes AIC's failure to plan for the leveraging of the use of the RF 515 

communications network in the AMI deployment is a deficiency in the AMI Plan.  Has AIC 516 

ruled out the use of the existing RF communications network in its AMI deployment? 517 
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A. No.  As stated above, the existing RF communications network utilized for AMR has 518 

potential application with the AMI deployment.  The physical RF communications network 519 

could potentially be utilized, if it meets all of the interoperability, cyber security, and other 520 

requirements of an AMI. The existing network, or a new network, will require new interfaces 521 

with AIC in order to achieve the required functionality of AMI.  However, the selection of AMI 522 

technologies, including the AMI network, is subject to the selection of equipment and vendor 523 

following the evaluation of the RFP responses.  Assuming Landis & Gyr responds to the RFP, it 524 

must identify and explain any changes that must be made to the existing RF communications 525 

network to satisfy the standards for use in the AMI deployment.  Consequently, AIC has not 526 

made a final determination to use the existing RF communications network in the AMI 527 

deployment. 528 

Q. Does AIC own the existing RF communications network? 529 

A. No, importantly, AIC does not own the existing RF communications network; it belongs 530 

to Landis & Gyr.  If Landis & Gyr does not respond to the RFP, or its network does not comply 531 

with the necessary technical standards, AIC cannot utilize the existing RF communications 532 

network for AMI. 533 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek recommends that the Commission require AIC to amend the AMI 534 

Plan to explain either (1) how it will independently and, where necessary, through 535 

cooperation with Landis & Gyr incorporate its current RF communications network into 536 

its AMI communications network deployment; or (2) explain why it will not incorporate its 537 
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current RF network into its AMI communications network deployment.  Does AIC agree 538 

with Dr. Zolnierek's recommendation. 539 

A. No.  As mentioned above, the existing RF communications network is not AIC's network; 540 

it is Landis & Gyr.  AIC cannot use it independently.  AIC can only use the existing RF 541 

communications network, if Landis & Gyr participates in the RFP process, demonstrates how the 542 

existing RF communications network meets the necessary AMI functionality and standards, and 543 

is selected to be an AMI vendor.  As a result, AIC cannot explain now why it will not 544 

incorporate Landis & Gyr's existing RF communications network until the RFP process has run 545 

its course.   546 

VII. RESPONSE TO CUB/ELPC WITNESS HORN 547 

Q. Please summarize briefly Ms. Horn's opinions and recommendations concerning of 548 

the AMI Plan. 549 

A. Ms. Horn believes that the AMI Plan is "a start in the right direction," but does not 550 

provide enough detail and evidence for the Commission to find that the projected benefits, direct 551 

or indirect, of AIC's planned deployment will actually be realized by AIC's customers. 552 

Q. Does Ameren Illinois agree with either Ms. Horn's assessment of the AMI Plan or 553 

any of her recommendations to the Commission? 554 

A. No.  The plan sets forth a framework for the deployment of AMI in Ameren Illinois 555 

service territory.  As AIC witness Mr. Nelson discusses, he Commission should approve the plan 556 

as a starting point to allow Ameren Illinois to begin the process set forth in that law, rather than 557 
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adopt Ms. Horn's recommended deferral and commencement of a separate process outside the 558 

clearly defined processes of Section 16-108.6.   559 

A. AMI Technology and Deployment Plan 560 

Q. What are Ms. Horn's opinions on the Plan's discussion of AMI technology selection 561 

(requirement 2) and deployment (requirement 3)? 562 

A. Ms. Horn apparently believes that the Plan does not contain sufficient information on the 563 

selection of AMI technology (network and meters) and vendors.  She claims that based on the 564 

available information on technology choices in the Plan, "the Commission is limited in its ability 565 

to assess 'customer value' accurately and comprehensively."  (CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0, ll. 304-305.)   566 

Q. Do you concur with her sentiments on the lack of detail in the AMI Plan concerning 567 

AIC's evaluation of technological choices, i.e. AMI Plan requirement #2? 568 

A. No.  The Ameren Illinois AMI Plan clearly lays out in section 3 and section 4 (pp. 4-11) 569 

the functionalities that will be required in the AMI meters, network, MDM, and other IT 570 

systems, and how the utility evaluates and prioritizes technology choices to create customer 571 

value.  Further detailed functionality requirements (over 700) are listed in the AMI and MDM 572 

RFPs that were released on March 29, and supplied to CUB /ELPC in response to CUB DR 2.07.   573 

These requirements clearly demonstrate that the Ameren Illinois’ technology choices will create 574 

customer value.  The fact that the final technology decisions have not been made is irrelevant.  575 

The AMI Plan clearly outlines the plan, process, procedures, and timeline to make these 576 

decisions.  Furthermore, Staff witness Eric Schlaf concurs that the Ameren Illinois AMI Plan 577 

meets the second requirement (ICC Exhibit 1.0, ll. 222-243). 578 
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Q. What are Ms. Horn's opinions on the Plan's discussion of the deployment plan and 579 

schedule (requirement 3)? 580 

A. Ms. Horn also believes that there is not enough detail for the Commission or interested 581 

stakeholders to evaluate AIC's proposed deployment and determine whether it sufficiently 582 

delivers benefits to customers.  Ms. Horn claims that the Commission needs information about 583 

specific locations and demographics to forecast benefits.   584 

Q. Do you concur with her sentiments on the lack of detail in the AMI Plan concerning 585 

AIC's planned deployment? 586 

A. No.  There is ample detail in the plan to forecast benefits to customers.  The projections 587 

of benefits are based on the most likely and intended deployment scenario.   For AIC’s service 588 

territory, there is little, if any, difference in anticipated benefits based on specific operating 589 

center, other than the distinction already made in the AMI Plan and the Cost/Benefit Analysis – 590 

existing non-AMR vs. existing AMR areas.  For example, in AIC’s non-AMR areas, there would 591 

be, on average per meter, negligible anticipated difference in operational or other benefits gained 592 

from AMI deployment between  AIC’s Marion Operating Center versus AIC’s Mt. Vernon 593 

Operating Center.  Similarly, for existing AMR areas, there would be, on average per meter, 594 

negligible anticipated difference in operational or other benefits gained from AMI deployment 595 

between AIC’s Decatur Operating Center versus AIC’s Maryville Operating Center.  Once the 596 

AMI network and MDM vendors are chosen, AIC will determine the operating center by 597 

operating center, year by year, detailed deployment schedule.    598 
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B. Additional Metrics 599 

Q. What is Ms. Horn's opinion concerning milestones and metrics (requirement 4) 600 

included in the AMI Plan? 601 

A. Ms. Horn suggests they are insufficient.  She calls them "minimal metrics" that "do not 602 

provide a meaningful way for the Commission to measure whether AIC's customers are able, 603 

cost-effectively and equitably, to take advantage of Smart Grid functionalities or if they are, in 604 

fact, receiving enhanced consumer benefits from deployment."  (CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0, ll. 403-605 

406.) 606 

Q. On page 19 of her testimony, she refers to the additional milestones listed in Section 607 

7.2 of the AMI Plan that are meant to track the success of AMI implementation.  Does she 608 

also refer to the three legislatively defined metrics included in the AMI Plan that AIC has 609 

developed and filed with the Commission as part of its Metrics Plan? 610 

A. No, she does not.   611 

Q. What recommendation does Ms. Horn make with respect to milestones and metrics? 612 

A. Ms. Horn suggests that additional metrics be considered in this proceeding.  Some of the 613 

additional metrics she calls "consensus" metrics that have been proposed for approval by the 614 

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).  Other metrics are additional metrics proposed 615 

by EDF to measure environmental and consumer benefits.   616 

Q. Does Ms. Horn indicate how the baseline for any of these metrics would be 617 

measured? 618 
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A. No, she does not.  For example, I am unclear what basis would be used for her suggested 619 

“Measures of the use of capital assets such that power flows are optimized and energy waste is 620 

minimized”.  Would it be capital $ spent over a baseline period?  If so what capital assets would 621 

be in included in the $ amounts?  One could argue all electric capital expenditures improve 622 

power flow to some extent.  Or perhaps lost kWh over a baseline period?  In addition, while the 623 

AMI meters Ameren Illinois plans to install will be capable of providing voltage information that 624 

can be used for voltage optimization programs these meters are only one part of an effective 625 

voltage optimization program.  I am unclear of the context of the California order, but the plan 626 

submitted in this docket pertains specifically to AMI deployment.   627 

Q. Does Ms. Horn indicate how a utility's annual performance goals under any of these 628 

metrics would be measured? 629 

A. No, she does not. For example, I am unclear how a utility would measure her suggested 630 

“Measures of the ease of connection of distributed generation and net metering”  Would this be 631 

based on number of connections, timeframe for getting connected, amount of paperwork needed 632 

to get connected, the type of equipment needed for a safe & efficient connection, etc.?  This 633 

seems very subjective to me.  Again, I am also unclear how this is directly related to AMI 634 

deployment.  While Ameren Illinois plans to have full bi-directional net metering capability in 635 

all of its AMI meters which will directly support distributed generation, there are many other 636 

factors that affect the safe and efficient connection of distributed generation, such as connection 637 

standards, type and size of the generation, and local distribution system capability.  638 
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Q. Does Ms. Horn indicate what the impact would be, if any, for failure to meet annual 639 

performance goals under these aspirational metrics (whatever they might be)? 640 

A. No, she does not. For example, her suggested “Milestones for how wholesale market 641 

access for distributed generation, energy efficiency, and demand response can be maximized” is 642 

largely, if not totally, dependent the MISO rules and market conditions for Ameren Illinois.  643 

Therefore, it is largely out of the control of Ameren Illinois.   644 

Q. Based on your review of Ms. Horn's testimony, do you believe that the Commission 645 

should modify AIC's Plan to include any of these aspirational metrics (assuming that is 646 

what Ms. Horn is suggesting)? 647 

A. No, I do not. These metrics are too vague and undeveloped for inclusion in the AMI Plan 648 

at this time.  Based on Ms. Horn's testimony, it is not clear that any of her suggested metrics 649 

provide a meaningful way for the Commission to measure either the success of the 650 

implementation of the AMI Plan or consumer benefits.  It is also important to note that Dr. 651 

Schlaf believes that the AMI Plan adequately addresses the milestones and metrics requirement 652 

(#4) in his testimony (lines 258-270). 653 

C. Consumer Education 654 

Q. What is Ms. Horn's opinion concerning the consumer education plan (requirement 655 

5) in the AMI Plan? 656 

A. She believes that AIC's consumer education plan is not "sufficiently detailed."  657 

(CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0, ll. 446-447).  She claims that "without a detailed and specific deployment 658 

schedule and geographic implementation plan, it is impossible to know which audience segments 659 
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are receiving the AMI first and in what amounts, and therefore the Commission cannot be 660 

assured that consumer benefits flowing from dynamic pricing will flow to AIC's customers."  661 

(CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0, ll. 467-471). 662 

Q. Do you find her criticisms regarding the lack of detail in the consumer education 663 

plan to be valid at this stage of the implementation process? 664 

A. No.  In its AMI Plan Ameren Illinois has laid out the approach, structure, and 665 

components for an effective and comprehensive consumer education plan.  As stated in the AMI 666 

Plan, AMI network implementation will not begin until first quarter of 2013, with the first AMI 667 

meters being installed in the 4th quarter of 2013.   This will provide ample time for Ameren 668 

Illinois to further refine the plan and add more details based on the final operating by operating 669 

center year by year AMI deployment schedule.  It will also provide time for Ameren Illinois to 670 

coordinate consumer education efforts with the Illinois Science and Energy Innovation Trust and 671 

other stakeholders to leverage Trust dollars and maximize plan effectiveness.  Since the Illinois 672 

Science and Innovation Trust was just recently formed, it would have been premature to develop 673 

an extremely detailed consumer education plan prior to this group forming.  It is also important 674 

to note that Dr. Schlaf believes that the AMI Plan adequately addresses the consumer education 675 

requirement (#5) in his testimony (lines 277-289). 676 

Q. Ms. Horn also claims that AIC has not determined the anticipated number of 677 

customers who will sign up for Peak Time Rebate, Power Smart Pricing, or Real Time 678 

Pricing.  Why hasn't AIC made this determination? 679 
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A. Ameren Illinois believes it is premature and irrelevant at this point to determine the 680 

number of customers who may sign up for a specific rate option.  Various dynamic pricing 681 

options of different types will likely be developed both by Ameren Illinois and retail energy 682 

suppliers in response to regulatory requirements, market conditions, stakeholder input, and 683 

customer desires over the next 20 years.  Therefore, in its AMI Plan Cost/Benefit Analysis, 684 

Ameren Illinois included an estimate of the percent of customers on dynamic pricing programs 685 

by year, not any one specific program.   686 

Q. She also claims that AIC is not committed to providing functionality for other rate 687 

structures, including critical peak pricing.  Is this true? 688 

A. This is not true.  Ameren Illinois response to CUB DR 2.04 clearly states that, as part of 689 

its AMI Plan, Ameren Illinois intends to provide full functionality for approved rate structures 690 

such as Real Time Pricing, Power Smart Pricing, and Peak Time Rebate, and that this 691 

functionality should also provide the foundation for other potential rate structures such as 692 

Critical Peak Pricing.  Ameren Illinois AMI systems will be fully capable to capture, store, and 693 

use for billing hourly usage data provided by AMI meters, which should provide endless 694 

flexibility to accommodate other dynamic pricing programs.  At this point, Critical Peak Pricing 695 

is not an approved rate and is not required by law.  Ameren Illinois providing such a rate may 696 

also run into conflict with IDC rules.  Therefore, Ameren Illinois has no immediate plans to 697 

pursue Critical Peak Pricing at this time, but the AMI meters and systems it plans to deploy will 698 

be fully capable to support such a rate if needed.  699 
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D. Cost Beneficial 700 

Q. What is Ms. Horn's opinion on whether the AMI Plan is cost beneficial? 701 

A. She does not believe that there is enough detail in the Plan about how AIC intends to 702 

deploy or utilize the meters to find that its implementation will actually deliver the benefits that 703 

are claimed. 704 

Q. Has Ms. Horn provided any calculations or quantified analysis to support her 705 

opinions on whether the Plan is cost beneficial? 706 

A. No, she has not. 707 

Q. Has Ms. Horn taken issue with any of AIC's calculations of projected costs and 708 

benefits?  709 

A. No, she has not. 710 

Q. Ms. Horn claims (fn. 49) that AIC explicitly excludes any information on how the 711 

proposed deployment of automated gas meters will impact its cost/benefit analysis or the 712 

deployment of AMI for electric customers.  Is that true? 713 

A. No. Ameren Illinois included a sensitivity in its Cost/Benefit analysis that shows the 714 

impacts of both including and not including the automation of gas meters over the 15 year 715 

proposed deployment.  The analysis showed that both scenarios were cost beneficial.  716 

Q. Ms. Horn claims (ll. 504-509) that AIC fails to support its decision to own and 717 

operate the AMI communications network, deploy a simultaneous rollout of gas AMI along 718 

with electric, serve 62% of its electric customers with AMI in 10 years with plans to 719 
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continue to rollout of AMI to 100% of its customer base over 15 years, or roll out to its 720 

non-AMR served operating centers first, followed by AMR operating centers.  Is any of 721 

that true? 722 

A. Not in my opinion.  I am confused about what Ms. Horn means by “fails to support”.  723 

The Cost/Benefit Analysis clearly shows that the deployment options Ms. Horn has listed, which 724 

are included in Ameren Illinois proposed deployment plan, together provide for a positive net 725 

present value and are therefore cost beneficial.  Therefore, the Cost/Benefit Analysis supports 726 

these proposed decisions 727 

Q. Ms. Horn testifies that it is unlikely AIC's plan will benefit customers directly 728 

through demand response programs.  Do you agree with her assessment? 729 

A. No.  Ameren Illinois’ AMI Plan clearly outlines the implementation of a Peak Time 730 

Rebate program, the continued support of the existing Real Time Pricing and Power Smart 731 

Pricing programs, and provides for the foundation of other dynamic pricing programs.  It also 732 

includes a plan for consumer education and a web portal to provide usage information to 733 

customers.  Dynamic Pricing programs, coupled with AMI meters, customer access to usage and 734 

pricing information, and consumer education, have proven to be effective demand response 735 

programs.  These results are clearly shown in the study Ms. Horn references in her testimony 736 

(“The Tao of Smart Grid” by Dr. Ahmad Faruqui of the Brattle Group).  In addition, Ameren 737 

Illinois’ AMI Plan explicitly shows that it intends to purchase meters with Home Area Network 738 

(HAN) interfaces to lay the foundation for future meter to HAN interfaces.  Through a 739 

conservative, phased approach Ameren Illinois will work with our customers, other stakeholders, 740 

and third party vendors to develop and/or support more automated demand response programs 741 
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through the use of energy managements systems, smart appliances, smart thermostats, and other 742 

technologies as they develop. 743 

Q. Ms. Horn states that adherence to NIST standards should be required.  Does AIC 744 

intend to choose a vendor that does not comply with NIST standards, as suggested by Ms. 745 

Horn? 746 

A. No.  Ameren Illinois does not intend to choose a vendor that does not meet NIST 747 

standards.  Ameren Illinois’ AMI Plan contains very detailed Interoperability and Cyber Security 748 

sections on pages 25-37.  These sections outline Ameren Illinois’ adherence to NIST and other 749 

interoperability and cyber security standards.  In addition, the AMI and MDM RFPs clearly 750 

require vendors to meet NIST standards.  Realistically, however, some of the vendors’ solutions 751 

may still have functions that are so compelling that losing interoperability in one area could be 752 

outweighed by a benefit in another. Ameren Illinois expects that these will be rare, but cannot 753 

rule out the possibility. Ameren Illinois will continue to be diligent in selecting products and 754 

solutions that balance functional requirements with long term supportability and reliability based 755 

on the NIST standards. 756 

Q. Ms. Horn claims that AIC's Plan does not provide sufficiently detailed data access 757 

"metrics" for the Commission to find that the Plan delivers the promised consumer 758 

benefits.  Do you agree? 759 

A. No.  First, I am unclear what Ms. Horn means by “sufficiently detailed data access 760 

metrics”.  Second, the Plan clearly states that Ameren Illinois intends to make available a web-761 

portal for customers to access their usage and other data.  And in a subsequent response to CUB 762 
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data request 2.21, we state “the features and design of the web-portal has not been developed to 763 

date.  Ameren Illinois’ goal will be to provide this data securely and in a common format that 764 

will aid customers in understanding their energy usage.  AIC will investigate industry standards 765 

and opportunities such as the Green Button initiative during the design of the portal.”    Per the 766 

proposed deployment plan, Ameren Illinois has sufficient time to investigate web portal and data 767 

access industry standards and opportunities, gather input from stakeholders, and develop a web 768 

portal that provides data in an appropriate standard format for our customers to realize benefits 769 

from the information. 770 

Q. Ms. Horn claims the AIC Plan as written is not likely to deliver the operational 771 

benefits that it claims because the projections depend on decisions that have not yet been 772 

made (geographic deployment schedule & vendor selection)?  Is that a fair assessment? 773 

A. No.  The projections of operational benefits are based on the most likely and intended 774 

deployment scenario and were prepared based on informed data derived internally and from 775 

responses to RFIs issued last fall.   As addressed above, for AIC’s service territory, there is little, 776 

if any, difference in anticipated benefits based on specific operating center, other than the 777 

distinction already made in the AMI Plan and the Cost/Benefit Analysis – existing non-AMR vs. 778 

existing AMR areas.    In addition, with the information from the fall 2011 RFIs, and the robust 779 

requirements in the RFPs, the final vendors chosen will be able to provide the equipment and 780 

systems functionalities to achieve the projected operational benefits.  Ms. Horn claims it is 781 

impossible to confirm whether benefits from improve billing accuracy will accrue to customers 782 

because AIC has not determined the anticipate number of estimated bills.  Is that a fair 783 

assessment? 784 
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A. No, it is not.  Billing accuracy is different from estimated bills.  I believe Ms. Horn based 785 

her claim on my response to Staff  Data Request JZ 1.20, in which I state ” Ameren Illinois has 786 

not made a determination of the anticipated number of estimated bills, under the AMI Plan, by 787 

year-end for each year beginning and including 2012 through and including 2022.”  While we 788 

fully anticipate a reduction in estimated bills in our non-AMR areas from the implementation of 789 

AMI, to confirm, at this point Ameren Illinois has not calculated, by year, the anticipated number 790 

of estimated bills based on the proposed deployment plan.  However, we also did not quantify 791 

any benefits for a reduction of estimated bills in the Cost/Benefit analysis.  The billing related 792 

savings we did quantify in the Cost/Benefit Analysis was “Reduction in Bill Inquiry Calls”.  This 793 

savings is not based on the number of estimated bills, but solely based on the existing number of 794 

bill inquiry calls Ameren Illinois receives today, and the reduction in time of these calls because 795 

of the more timely and up to date meter information our Customer Account Representatives will 796 

have available to them from the AMI system.    Therefore, Ms. Horn’s statement is incorrect. 797 

Q. Ms. Horn also claims that the AMI Plan fails to deliver benefits from energy 798 

efficiency.  What is your response? 799 

A. I believe Ms. Horn’s claim is irrelevant.  Ameren Illinois did not include any direct 800 

energy efficiency benefits in its Cost/Benefit Analysis, nor has it ever claimed that AMI would 801 

deliver direct energy efficiency benefits, even though we do believe AMI could indirectly 802 

enhance future energy efficiency programs.   To my knowledge, there is also no requirement in 803 

the law for AMI to provide energy efficiency benefits.  It is my understanding there is a separate 804 

law and separate Commission regulated process provided for with regard to energy efficiency 805 

and demand response measures, including periodic plans that are approved by the Commission.   806 
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E. Issues Supposedly Not Addressed in ComEd AMI Pilot 807 

Q. On p. 13 of her direct testimony, Ms. Horn identifies certain issues that she claims 808 

were not addressed in the ComEd AMI Pilot that she feels are important for AIC to 809 

address in this proceeding.  One issue concerning the appropriate deployment period.  She 810 

suggests AIC needs to explain AIC's chosen time period of 62% deployment over 10-year 811 

and 100% deployment over 15 years is sufficient.  What is your response? 812 

A. As Mr. Nelson explains, AIC designed an AMI Plan that included deployment of electric 813 

AMI to 62% of its customers in 10 years in accordance with Section 16-108.6.   814 

Q. Ms. Horn also recommends that the AMI Plan should calculate its projected load 815 

shape change from demand response programs.  Why hasn't AIC accounted for load shape 816 

change from demand response programs in the AMI Plan? 817 

A.   I am not clear as to what exactly is expected concerning any "load shape change" 818 

analysis, and how it would be used, or its necessity at this point.  Certainly AIC has assumed 819 

demand response/reduction benefits from AMI supported dynamic pricing programs coupled 820 

with customer information and education in the Cost/Benefit Analysis. These benefits were 821 

based on the demographics of AIC's residential customers and general assessments of demand 822 

response potential, not on projected detailed load shape changes.  Any detailed load shape 823 

change projections would need to be based on specific dynamic pricing tariffs, which have not 824 

been developed to date.  Therefore, conducting any load shape change analysis as part of the 825 

AMI Plan it is premature at best, and likely irrelevant to the Plan. 826 
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Q. Ms. Horn further suggests that AIC should examine how its delay in full 827 

functionality (expected by mid-2015) will impact its customers' options with respect to the 828 

dynamic pricing programs that might change load shape.  Why hasn't AIC done this as 829 

part of the Plan? 830 

A. A. I assume Ms. Horn is referring to the proposed timing of the implementation of 831 

the Peak Time Rebate functionality when she says “delay in full functionality (expected by mid-832 

2015).”  If this is the case, AIC does not consider the timing of the implementation of the PTR 833 

functionality to be a “delay”.  As outlined in the AMI Plan, the timing of functionality 834 

implementation will be prudently staged to ensure that most critical functionality is implemented 835 

first, in this case core billing functionality.  Other functionality will follow, including web portal 836 

access, remote switch functionality, and finally Peak Time Rebate functionality.  This 837 

functionality schedule has been considered when determining the timing of benefits in the AMI 838 

Cost/Benefit Analysis.  Therefore, Ms. Horn’s suggestion is irrelevant.  Lastly, she recommends 839 

that the Commission determine here what details of the statutorily required peak-time rebate rate 840 

structure (PTR) will be necessary to know in order to properly evaluate customer benefits 841 

flowing from AIC's Plan-induced investments.  842 

Q. Is that an issue that is appropriate for consideration in this proceeding? 843 

A. No.  The statute clearly lays out the timeframe for the Commission consideration of the 844 

Peak Time Rebate tariff.  This timeframe is 60 days after the Commission approves a 845 

participating utility’s AMI Plan, not before.  846 
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F. CUB/ELPC Recommendations 847 

Q. What is Ms. Horn's ultimate recommendation to the Commission concerning the 848 

AMI Plan? 849 

A. She recommends that the Commission conditionally reject the AMI Plan as premature 850 

and lacking enough details to ensure that the deployment will meet the EIMA goals and 851 

objectives.  She further recommends that the Commission order AIC (i) to engage in discussions 852 

with stakeholders over a six month period following entry of a final order in this docket; and (ii) 853 

modify the Plan over that six-month period to address areas where the Plan falls short in 854 

demonstrating that customers will realize benefits.  She recommends that the Commission order 855 

AIC to engage in these discussions with stakeholders to solidify the selection of technologies, the 856 

proposed integration of automated gas meters, the actual deployment of AMI technology and the 857 

consumer education necessary to support the realization of demand response and environmental 858 

benefits associated with the deployment.  Once those areas have been addressed, Ms. Horn 859 

recommends, the Commission ask AIC to revisit the metrics and milestones for the modified 860 

AMI Plan.  She believes the Commission should then review the modifications in a docketed 861 

proceeding.  She suggests that if AIC were to return to the Commission with an updated Plan by 862 

January 1st (six months following the conclusion of this docket), the Commission could then 863 

review the Plan on April 1st as part of AIC's annual submission, as provided for under the Act 864 

Q. Does Ameren Illinois agree that the Commission should reject the AMI Plan as 865 

premature and lacking detail? 866 

A. No.  As I have explained above, the AMI Plan as submitted contains all the required 867 

sections and contains the appropriate level of detail and should be approved as filed.   868 
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Q. Does Ameren Illinois object to CUB's proposal that the Commission order six 869 

months of workshops to modify the Plan and present a modified Plan for the Commission's 870 

review in its annual update filing in April 2013? 871 

A. Yes.  Mr. Nelson explains why such a workshop process is unnecessary and inefficient at 872 

this time.  The statute has provided for the formation of the Smart Grid Advisory Council to 873 

serve as an advisor and provide recommendations to the utility.  The statute has also laid out a 874 

process for yearly progress reports provided to the Commission, and appropriate steps the 875 

Commission may take to enter into an investigation of the plan progress.  This process, AIC 876 

believes, is the appropriate method for continual review of the AMI Plan. 877 

VIII. CONCLUSION 878 

Q. Do you have anything further to add at this time? 879 

A. No.  This concludes my rebuttal testimony. 880 


